IT Support/QA Work Student (f/m/d)
Work Student: by individual arrangement
From now on in Berlin
As Engel & Völkers Digital Invest, we want to become the leading sustaiable provider of digital financial solutions in the real estate sector. We focus on the project financing of real estate projects, land and
existing properties for property developers. Become part of our success story and shape the future of
crowdinvesting in the real estate sector. Work together with other innovative minds on new solutions
for investment and real estate financing. Benefit from an excellent working environment in the heart of
one of the most attractive cities in Europe - Berlin.
We are looking to strengthen our fast-growing team in Berlin as soon as possible. As a work student we
would like you to work 16 to 20 hours per week.

Your Responsibilities
As a working student (f/m/d) of the Crowdinvesting platform for real estate of Engel & Völkers Digital
Invest you are jointly responsible for supporting the IT team in many important processes.
In detail your tasks include:


Provide IT Support to the business (laptop setup, printer management, software support
as needed)



Assist in the QA of our platform, native app and BackOffice solutions



Interest to getting involved in development in either full stack or frontend is available

If there is an interest in learning/improving development skills, we can offer support and the opportunity
to get involved in our tech stack:


Dot Net (C#)



Angular (JS or 8)
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Your Profile
Are you a student and have an affinity for IT? Are you also interested in the real estate industry and
digitalization? Then you are exactly right with us.
We are looking for a creative mind, who is highly motivated and wants to contribute his ideas.
Accordingly you bring the following:


Enrolled student in an IT-related orientation (computer science, physics, (business) mathematics, (business) engineer or comparable study program)



Actual passion for technology and development



Existing technical background in Microsoft OS and software (o365 would be beneficial)



Good communication skills



Structured and logical approach to problem solving



Very good written and spoken English, German would be benefical

What we offer


Dynamic and attractive working environment and freedom for own ideas



Individual training and further education



Responsible and varied tasks



Competitive compensation



Modern office directly at Ku'damm in Berlin



Motivated, agile and technical team



Start-up with short, direct decision-making paths and a familiar working atmosphere



Access to the global network of Engel & Völkers



Flexible working hours and overtime compensation



Employee events, such as Team events, summer events and Christmas party

Ready for a new challenge?
We are looking forward to your application with your CV and earliest start date to be considered for
the work student role:
jobs@ev-digitalinvest.de
For further questions Kimberly Lindner will assist you.
Phone: 030 / 403 691 500
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